
 

 

 

 
 

Name: Melissa Lee 

Date: 11/16 - 11/19 Subject:  Biology Grade: 10 

Unit/Standard: 

HS-ETS1-2 

HS-ETS1-3 

HS-ESS3-4 

Stem Cell    Materials Needed: 

Stem Cell Article    

Monday: Read Stem Cell Article    

Tuesday: Answer the three questions at the end of the article Each question should have at least a 
paragraph written for It.      

Wednesday: Review work   

Thursday: Complete missing assignments       
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Will stem cells change the future 
of healing? 

\ More than 50 years ago, a young British scientist named John Gurdon carried out 

( a revolutionary experiment. He transferred the nucleus from an adult frog cell into 

) the cytoplasm of a frog egg cell. The result was that the cytoplasm "reprogrammed" 

) the nucleus. The transformed cell developed first into an embryo and then into a fully 

l functional tadpole. 

Most cells in an adult organism are special-
ized to carry out specific tasks, such as carry-
ing oxygen , producing digestive enzymes, or 
fighting disease. Gurdon's work showed that 
even adult cells could be changed back into 
the unspecialized embryonic "stem cells" that 
have the potential to grow into nearly any 
cell type. 

Today, many physicians are beginning to 
apply the biological principle that Gurdon 
demonstrated in order to repl ace cells dam-
aged by injury or disease. In so doing, they 
have begun to establish a new field called 
regenerative medicine. They hope that trans-
plants of stem cells taken from embryos, from 
adult tissues like bone marrow, or from repro-
grammed adult cells will make it possible to 
treat patients with failing eyesight, arthritic 
joints, or diseased livers. In the future, stem 
cells could also be used to treat heart attacks 
and strokes. If stem cells could repair an 
injured spinal cord , a paralyzed person might 
walk again . 

CeU division in an animal cell. 
(Fal~ci.,;:.olor LM: 9000x) 

Experts agree on the many potential ben-
efits of stem cell therapies. However, there 
also are dangers. Injected stem cells may not 
develop into the cell types they are intended 
to replace. They also might damage neigh-
boring tissues or produce tumors. In many 
cancerous tumors, the cells are undifferenti-
ated and resemble stem cells in some ways. 
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and 
other government agencies are considering 
whether stem cell clinics should go through 
an approval and regulatory process, such as 
that required for medicines and dru_gs. 

Physicians, researchers, and patients 
are faced with many questions about ste~ 
cells. Are the benefits of stem cell therapies 

rth the costs or the risks? How closely 
who Id the therapies be regulated? Who s OU d . . ? 
should make the important ec1s1ons. 

Throughout this cha_p~:r, look for 
h f . -: to help 

connections to t e .. ,,. 
you answer these questions. 
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